Bodybuilders banned from using
new Androstack...unfair advantage
When asked if bothered having
Ironpower’s number one selling
supplement banned by all
Australian and most international
natural bodybuilding
organisations, inventor of
Androstack and managing
director of Ironpower Richard
Hargreaves replied without
hesitation...
“Not at all...the fact is 99% of
people who train with weights or
play sports do it for their own pleasure.
The fact that sporting organisat ions
such as the IOC and bodybuilding
contests have outlawed it is a
supreme testimony to Androstacks
unique position in the marketplace
and extreme effect. The fuss is
warranted...it’s not unsafe...just
unfair. But since most people
never intend to compete in these
organisations, it is not a concern
for them.
Sure, I feel sorry for the 1% who
cannot afford to take it lest they
be penalised...but the rules of these
institutions are drawn up to create
a level playing field for all
competitors...and as such it is
their duty and responsibility to prevent
unfair advantages. In fact I salute
their admirable stance and support
their decision wholeheartedly. But for
the 99% of the population who are just
competing against themselves in
building a superior body or achieving
a personal best performance, they
should confidently embrace
Androstacks winning formula to give
themselves the Ironpower unfair
advantage...naturally. In fact I urge all
exercise oriented individuals to
experience the boost that Andro
taken only twice a week for three
weeks can give them. Taken in this
manner it is 100% safe, ultimately
effective...and ultra-fast”
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Developing your best body is a
science, and cannot be left to chance.
I’ve spent 3 decades of my life
researching and helping people
achieve their physical goals.
Ironpower’s winning edge
performance nutrition takes away
any guesswork, making your dream
body a reality in record time.
Don’t waste another minute just
dreaming...when you could be
achieving. Get started today...
You have nothing to lose except fat...
and everything to gain...
Especially muscle!
All Ironpower products carry a
12 month money back warrantee...
so your satisfaction is 100%
Guaranteed.
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